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Achieving a long-term acceptable level of manufacturing profitability through productivity requires the total commitment of management teams
and all staff in any manufacturing company and beyond. Awareness and continuous improvement of manufacturing costs behind losses and
waste is the core goal of the Manufacturing Cost Policy Deployment (MCPD). Achieving this goal will continually uncover the hidden reserves
of profitability through a harmonious transformation of the manufacturing flow, coordinated by the continuous need to improve manufacturing
costs. Setting annual targets and means for manufacturing costs improvement (more exactly for costs of losses and waste, and the exact
fulfillment of these) requires mobilization of all people in the company to carry out systematic improvement activities (kaizen) and systemic
improvement actions (kaikaku) of the processes of each product family cost. The MCPD system was born out of careful observation of the
challenges, principles, and phenomena of manufacturing companies and the profound discussions with the people in these companies at all
levels. Manufacturing Cost Policy Deployment (MCPD) Transformation: Uncovering Hidden Reserves of Profitability is organized in three
sections. The first section presents the concept and the need for an MCPD system from a managerial perspective. In the second section, the
transformation of manufacturing companies through the MCPD system is presented, more precisely the details of the initial steps of the
implementation of the MCPD, the three phases and the seven steps of the MCPD, and the elements necessary for a constant and consistent
application of the MCPD. In the last section, there are two examples of the MCPD implementation in two different types of industries, namely,
manufacturing and assembly industry and process industry, and two case studies for the improvement of manufacturing costs for each (cost
of equipment setup loss, using kaizenshiro; replacement of bottleneck equipment and associated costs of losses, using kaikaku; cost of
quality losses with improving operators’ skills to sustain quality, using kaizen; and cost problem solving with the consumption of lubricants for
one of the equipment, using A3).
Provides information on the features, applications, and extensions of Microsoft Office SharePoint 2007.
A two-in-one self-paced training kit offers comprehensive preparation and practice for the 70-642 exam for the MCTS certification for
Windows Server 2008 Networking Infrastructure Configuration, accompanied by real-world scenarios, case study examples, troubleshooting
suggestions, and practice questions on CD-ROM covering remote access, network authentication, IPv4 and IPv6 addressing, performance
data and event logs, and more. Original. (Intermediate)
Your 2-in-1 Self-Paced Training Kit EXAM PREP GUIDE Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-503—and on the
job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce and apply what
you've learned through real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to help you make the
most of your study time. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning to: Define and implement service contracts Configure client and
service endpoints across transport protocols Customize service behavior; host and expose services Add instrumentation to services,
including end-to-end tracing Implement transport, message, and user level security Consume services through proxies and agents Manage
the service life cycle—instances, sessions, transactions, concurrency PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with the practice tests on CD. You
can work through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed explanations for
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right and wrong answers including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus your studies. Your kit includes: 15%
exam discount from Microsoft. (Limited time offer). Official self-paced study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options
and a learning plan based on your results. 225+ practice and review questions. Code samples in Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C# on CD.
90-day trial of Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Professional Edition. Case scenarios, exercises, and best practices. Fully searchable eBook of
this guide. A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of
the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital
Distribution services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and
click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media
content as we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to
booktech@oreilly.com.
Leading Marines, first published in 1995 and updated in 2014, is the US Marines' main publication describing its leadership philosophy.
EXAM PREP GUIDE Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-528—and on the job. Work at your own pace through a
series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve learned by applying your knowledge to realworld case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed to help you make the most of your study time. Maximize your
performance on the exam by learning to: Create, trace, configure, and deploy Web applications Integrate data into your application using
Microsoft ADO.NET, XML, and data-bound controls Implement forms authentication, impersonation, and login controls Configure server
controls and create custom Web controls Use themes, user profiles, and Web parts for customizable, personalized Web sites Manage serverside and client-side application state PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with practice tests on CD. You can work through hundreds of
questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong
answers?including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus your studies. Your kit includes: 15% exam discount
from Microsoft. (Limited time offer). Details inside. Official self-paced study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options
and a learning plan based on your results. 400+ practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and
Visual C# code samples on CD. 90-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully searchable eBook of
this guide. A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of
the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital
Distribution services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and
click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media
content as we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to
booktech@oreilly.com.
The publication is attempted to address emerging trends in machine learning applications. Recent trends in information identification have
identified huge scope in applying machine learning techniques for gaining meaningful insights. Random growth of unstructured data poses
new research challenges to handle this huge source of information. Efficient designing of machine learning techniques is the need of the
hour. Recent literature in machine learning has emphasized on single technique of information identification. Huge scope exists in developing
hybrid machine learning models with reduced computational complexity for enhanced accuracy of information identification. This book will
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focus on techniques to reduce feature dimension for designing light weight techniques for real time identification and decision fusion. Key
Findings of the book will be the use of machine learning in daily lives and the applications of it to improve livelihood. However, it will not be
able to cover the entire domain in machine learning in its limited scope. This book is going to benefit the research scholars, entrepreneurs
and interdisciplinary approaches to find new ways of applications in machine learning and thus will have novel research contributions. The
lightweight techniques can be well used in real time which will add value to practice.

Part of Microsoft’s radical new WinFX API is the foundation code-named Indigo, now commonly known as Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF). WCF technology allows web developers to create services that communicate and interoperate
with each other and other programs and applications. This text is real-world oriented, offering a practical WCF programming
model, and chapters on creating a WCF web service; hosting and consuming WCF services; deploying and managing WCF
services; reliable messaging and queue management, and WCF Security. As there are currently few books available on WCF, this
book will be useful to WCF developers, who tend to be early adopters.
Ace preparation for the skills measured by MCTS Exam 70-516--and on the job--with this official Microsoft study guide. Users work
at their own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, they reinforce and apply
what they've learned through real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. Includes CD.
Teaches solution architects, designers, and developers how to use Microsoft's reporting platform to create reporting and business
intelligence (BI) solutions Updated with new information about holistic BI solutions, comprehensive OLAP/Analysis Services
reporting, and complete production deployment scenarios Includes programming examples focused on specific, scenario-based
solutions Explains reporting services architecture and business intelligence, teaches the fundamentals of designing reports
through the use of careful planning considerations, and covers advanced report design and filtering techniques
SQL Server 2008 is the latest update to Microsoft's flagship database management system. This is the largest update since SQL
Server 2005, and it brings increased ability to deliver data across more platforms, and thus many different types of devices. New
functionality also allows for easy storage and retrieval of digitized images and video. These attributes address the recent explosion
in the popularity of web-based video and server and desktop virtualization. The Real MCTS SQL Server 2008 Exam 70-433 Prep
Kit prepares readers for the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist exam: SQL Server 2008, Database Development. This is a
new exam in the SQL Server product family, and is comprised of some objectives from exam 70-431 from SQL Server 2005, and
covers new, expanded query capabilities in SQL Server 2008. According to Microsoft: Exam 70-431 for SQL Server 2005 was
passed by over 35,000 people. ~ 150,000 people passed a similar exam for SQL Server 2000. Additionally, this exam is a prerequisite for those going on to obtain the MCITP: Database Developer 2008: Successful candidates for the SQL Server 2005
MCITP ~ 2,500. This is The 'Real' Microsoft Exam Prep Kit, and provides the reader with independent and unbiased exam tips and
warnings everything they need to know to ensure certification success. Authored by Mark Horninger, a nationally recognized
leader in SQL Server with over 50 Microsoft certifications to his credit; Mark knows what it takes to successfully navigate Microsoft
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exams.
A perfectly crafted prep guide that prepares you for the MCSD70-483 The MCSD 70-483 exam is the entry-level Microsoft
certificationexam for C# developers and this must-have resource offers essentialcoverage of the exam that will test your
competency in C#programming. Each chapter covers one of the core subject domainsthat comprise the exam. Among the authors
are experienced trainerswho advised Microsoft on the development of its certificationprograms, affording them a unique
understanding of both theobjectives and what it takes to master them. This invaluableknowledge is passed to you so that you will
not only be prepared totake the exam, but also become a better C# developer Features a step-by-step lab tutorial for each lesson
covered inthe book, encouraging you to practice what you've just learned inorder to reinforce your learning Includes an
accompanying website that includes more than 100simulated test questions and answers Shares solutions to the hands-on labs
presented in thebook Contains complete sample code Offers a unique author approach that not only teaches you howto answer a
set of exam questions but also provides you with anunderstanding of the underlying concepts and skills needed tosucceed as a
professional C# programmer MCSD Certification Toolkit is all you need to fullyprepare for exam 70-483!
The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches
programming, logical thinking, data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It
starts with the first steps in programming and software development like variables, data types, conditional statements, loops and
arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing, exceptions, classes
and objects. After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming topics like recursion,
data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles
(inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and their implementation the C# language. It also covers fundamental
topics that each good developer should know like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses
C# language and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET specific technologies like
lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is written by a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has
20+ years practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way of thinking needed to
become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to become a
skillful software engineer. The books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but shows the
true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages, technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and
intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is
accompanied by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live examples.
Download the free C# programming book, videos, presentations and other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title:
Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN: 9789544007737 ISBN-13:
978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132
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Language: English Published: Sofia, 2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info
License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book, computer programming, programming fundamentals, ebook,
book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler,
Visual Studio, .NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional statements, controlflow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack
trace, streams, files, text files, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph, depth-first search,
DFS, breadth-first search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching
algorithms, recursion, combinatorial algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects,
constructors, fields, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation, inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism,
cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda
expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting
code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733
This official Microsoft study guide is designed to help users make the most of their study time. This guide includes a CD containing
practice tests along with hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes.

EXAM PREP GUIDE Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCPD Exam 70-547—and on the job. Work at your
own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you've
learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed
to help you make the most of your study time. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning to: Evaluate Web
application requirements and build a validation prototype Use style sheets, master pages, Web parts, and user controls
for a consistent UI Design, develop, and implement application components Develop mechanisms for data access,
exception handing, event logging, and application feedback Define, assess, and implement a testing strategy Validate a
deployment plan and determine readiness PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with practice tests on CD. You can work
through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed
explanations for right and wrong answers?including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus
your studies. Your kit includes: 15% exam discount from Microsoft. (Limited time offer). Details inside. Official self-paced
study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan based on your results. 375+
practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C# code samples on
CD. 90-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully searchable eBook of this guide.
A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing
one of the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free download
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via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the
title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or
Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the basics before moving on to more
advanced technology courses and certification programs. The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and
innovative certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and careers. The
MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology concepts and provides students
with a foundation for their careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use
of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom. This text covers
fundamental skills in such areas as Programming and an understanding of general software development, web, desktop,
and database applications.
Providing a reasonable level of profitability through productivity is - and will remain - one of the fundamental tasks of the
management teams of any production company. Manufacturing Cost Policy Deployment (MCPD) and Methods Design
Concept (MDC): The Path to Competitiveness contains two new methodologies to improving the productivity and
profitability of production systems that continuously increase competitiveness: Manufacturing Cost Policy Deployment
(MCPD) and Methods Design Concept (MDC). Both MCPD and MDC are the result of long-time synthesis and distillation,
being implemented successfully, totally or partially, in many companies. The MCPD system, developed by Alin Posteuc?,
is a manufacturing cost policy aimed at continuous cost improvement through a systemic and systematic approach. The
MCPD is a methodology that improves the production flow driven by the need for Manufacturing Cost Improvement (MCI)
for both existing and future products through setting targets and means to continuously improve production process
productivity for each product family cost. The MDC, developed by Shigeyasu Sakamoto, design the effective
manufacturing methods using a tool of engineering steps identifying ideas for increasing productivity called
KAIZENSHIRO (improvable value as a target). The MDC results on production methods lead to effectiveness of work
measurement for performance (P) and to knowledge and improvement of production control and planning as utilization
(U), in order to achieve labor target costs. The combination of MCPD and MDC methodologies can provide a unique
approach for the managers who are seeking new ways for increasing productivity and profitability to increase the
competitive level of their manufacturing company.
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by three required MCPD: Web Developer exams—and on the job. Work at
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your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve
learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with
practice tests on CD. You can work through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific
learning needs. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized learning path that
describes how and where to focus your studies. Maximize your exam performance with preparation for: EXAM 70-536
Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0—Application Development Foundation Use types, collections, generics, and regular
expressions to manage data Develop services, application domains, and multithreaded applications Implement code
access and role-based security, and data encryption Work with serialization and reflection techniques Instrument
applications with logging and tracing Interact with legacy code using COM Interop and PInvoke EXAM 70-528 Microsoft
.NET Framework 2.0 Web-Based Client Development Create, trace, configure, and deploy Web applications Integrate
data into your application using Microsoft ADO.NET, XML, and data-bound controls Implement forms authentication,
impersonation, and login controls Configure user controls and create custom Web controls Use themes, user profiles,
and Web parts for customizable, personalized Web sites Manage server-side and client-side application state EXAM
70-547 Designing and Developing Web-Based Applications Using the Microsoft .NET Framework Evaluate Web
application requirements and build a validation prototype Use style sheets, master pages, Web parts, and user controls
for a consistent UI Design, develop, and implement application components Develop mechanisms for data access,
exception handing, event logging, and application feedback Define, assess, and implement a testing strategy Validate a
deployment plan and analyze performance to determine readiness Your all-in-one kit includes: Official self-paced study
guides for three required exams. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan based on
your results. 1200+ practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual
C# code samples on CD. 15% exam discount from Microsoft; good for three exams. (Limited time offer). Voucher inside.
90-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully searchable eBooks for all three
guides.
This book gathers selected research papers presented at the First International Conference on Embedded Systems and
Artificial Intelligence (ESAI 2019), held at Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdellah University, Fez, Morocco, on 2–3 May 2019.
Highlighting the latest innovations in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence, Information Technologies, and Embedded
Systems, the respective papers will encourage and inspire researchers, industry professionals, and policymakers to put
these methods into practice.
Professional-level prep for the professional-level exam. Prepare for MCPD Exam 70-518—and help demonstrate your realPage 7/13
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world mastery of Windows application design and development with .NET Framework 4. Designed for experienced,
MCTS-certified professionals ready to advance their status—Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decisionmaking acumen needed for success at the MCPD level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Designing
the Layers of a Solution Designing the Presentation Layer Designing the Data Access Layer Planning a Solution
Deployment Designing for Stability and Maintenance
Readers will maximize their performance on the MCPD Exam 70-519 and sharpen on-the-job skills with the help of this
official Microsoft study guide.
Prepare for Microsoft Exam AZ-103—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of deploying and managing
infrastructure in Microsoft Azure cloud environments. Designed for experienced cloud professionals ready to advance
their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the Microsoft
Certified Associate level. Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Manage Azure subscriptions and
resources Implement and manage storage Deploy and manage virtual machines (VMs) Configure and manage virtual
networks Manage identities This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its coverage by exam objectives Features strategic,
what-if scenarios to challenge you Assumes you are an experienced Azure administrator who understands and manages
diverse storage, security, networking and/or compute cloud services About the Exam Exam AZ-103 focuses on skills and
knowledge needed to manage Azure subscriptions; analyze resource utilization and consumption; manage resource
groups; establish storage accounts; import/export data; configure Azure files; implement backup; create, configure, and
automate VM deployment; manage VMs and VM backups; implement, manage, and connect virtual networks; configure
name resolution; create and configure Network Security Groups; manage Azure AD and its objects; and implement and
manage hybrid identities. About Microsoft Certification Passing exam AZ-103 earns your Microsoft Certified: Azure
Administrator Associate certification, demonstrating your skills in implementing, monitoring, and maintaining Microsoft
Azure solutions, including major services related to compute, storage, network, and security.
This book starts with an introduction to the core concepts of .NET memory management and garbage collection, and
then quickly layers on additional details and intricacies. Once you're up to speed, you can dive into the guided
troubleshooting tour, and tips for engineering your application to maximise performance. And to finish off, take a look at
some more sophisticated considerations, and even a peek inside the Windows memory model.
A comprehensive treatment of statistical experiments and an essential reference for mathematical statisticians.
EXAM PREP GUIDE Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCPD Exam 70-548—and on the job. Work at your
own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you've
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learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed
to help you make the most of your study time. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning to: Build and validate
a Windows client application prototype Create a consistent user interface using MDI, SDI, and control grouping Design,
develop, and implement Windows client application components Develop mechanisms for data access, exception
handing, event logging, and application feedback Define, assess, and implement a testing strategy Validate a
deployment plan to determine readiness PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with practice tests on CD. You can work
through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed
explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus
your studies. Your kit includes: 15% exam discount from Microsoft. (Limited time offer). Details inside. Official self-paced
study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan based on your results. 400+
practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C# code samples on
CD. 90-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully searchable eBook of this guide.
A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing
one of the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free download
via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the
title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion Content, or
Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
The manual describes the general strategy for the U.S. Marines but it is beneficial for not only every Marine to read but
concepts on leadership can be gathered to lead a business to a family. If you want to see what make Marines so effective
this book is a good place to start.
Designed to help experienced programmers develop real-world, job-role-specific skills—this Training Guide focuses on
creating applications with HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3. Build hands-on expertise through a series of lessons,
exercises, and suggested practices—and help maximize your performance on the job. Provides in-depth, hands-on
training you take at your own pace Focuses on job-role-specific expertise for using HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS3 to
begin building modern web and Windows 8 apps Features pragmatic lessons, exercises, and practices Creates a
foundation of skills which, along with on-the-job experience, can be measured by Microsoft Certification exams such as
70-480 Coverage includes: creating HTML5 documents; implementing styles with CSS3; JavaScript in depth; using
Microsoft developer tools; AJAX; multimedia support; drawing with Canvas and SVG; drag and drop functionality; locationPage 9/13
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aware apps; web storage; offline apps; writing your first simple Windows 8 apps; and other key topics
Prepare for certification in Windows 7 configuration with this all-new study guide This comprehensive book guides
readers through preparation for Microsoft's brand new MCTS: Windows 7, Configuring exam (70-680). You'll find 100%
coverage of all exam objectives; practical, real-world scenarios; hands-on exercises, and challenging review questions,
both in the book and on the CD included with the book. Prepares you for the new exam 70-680, the Microsoft Certified
Technology Specialist certification for Windows 7; Windows 7 is Microsoft's new operating system releasing in late 2009
Shows you how to install, configure, and maintain Windows 7 for the exam Covers upgrading and migrating; deploying
Windows 7; configuring hardware applications, network connectivity, access to resources, and mobile computing;
monitoring and maintaining; handling backup and recovery, and more This is the ideal guide to prepare you for
Microsoft's new Windows 7 certification.
Microsoft Windows Server is a multi-purpose server designed to increase reliability and flexibility of a network
infrastructure. Windows Server is the paramount tool used by enterprises in their datacenter and desktop strategy. The
most recent versions of Windows Server also provide both server and client virtualization. Its ubiquity in the enterprise
results in the need for networking professionals who know how to plan, design, implement, operate, and troubleshoot
networks relying on Windows Server. Microsoft Learning is preparing the next round of its Windows Server Certification
program with exams covering the new version of the software, Windows Server 2012. The exams and certification path
change significantly from the previous version of Windows Server. This provides an opportunity for the MS line to
capitalize on the dual disruption of brand-new software and brand-new certifications.
EXAM PREP GUIDES Ace your preparation for the skills measured by the three required MCPD: Windows Developer
exams—and on the job. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam
objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs.
PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with practice tests on CD. You can work through hundreds of questions using
multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning needs. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong
answers—including a customized learning path that describes how and where to focus your studies. Maximize your exam
performance with preparation for: EXAM 70-536 Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0—Application Development Foundation
Use types, collections, and generics to manage data Validate input and reformat text Develop services, application
domains, and multithreaded applications Implement Code Access Security, role-based security, and data encryption
Work with serialization and reflection techniques Instrument applications with logging and tracing Interact with legacy
code using COM Interop and PInvoke EXAM 70-526 Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 Windows-Based Client Development
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Configure Windows Forms and manage layout of the user interface Create lists, buttons, tool strips, and menus Set up
and manage connections to databases Implement data-bound controls to display information to users Read, validate,
and write XML Enhance usability, accessibility, and user assistance Use ClickOnce to configure installation and
deployment EXAM 70-548 Designing and Developing Windows-Based Applications Using the Microsoft .NET Framework
Build and validate a Windows client application prototype Create a consistent user interface using MDI, SDI, and control
grouping Design, develop, and implement Windows client application components Develop mechanisms for data access,
exception handing, event logging, and application feedback Define, assess, and implement a testing strategy Validate a
deployment plan to determine readiness Your all-in-one kit includes: Official self-paced study guides for three required
exams. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan based on your results. 1275+
practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and Visual C# code samples on
CD. 15% exam discount from Microsoft; good for three exams. (Limited time offer). Voucher inside. 90-day evaluation
version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully searchable eBooks for all three guides.
Ever since the publication of Ancel Keys’ watershed ‘Seven Countries Study’ in 1970, medical thinking has posited a
causal link between the intake of animal fats and coronary heart disease. The research of Prof. Harumi Okuyama and his
colleagues presented in this new publication suggests that this link is in fact tenuous. It goes beyond that to suggest that
current medical wisdom regarding lipid nutrition may actually be counterproductive. This ground-breaking analysis is
likely to be debated for many years to come. The ‘Seven Countries Study’, which identified the specifics of the
Mediterranean Diet and awarded it a central position in combating coronary heart disease, triggered significant changes
in Western diets. Most notably, it stimulated a widespread attempt to reduce animal fats and replace them with vegetable
fats. The low-density lipoprotein (LDL) element of the cholesterol naturally present in animal-source foods was dubbed a
killer, and a significant industry developed around the provision of plant-based oils and fats. The clinical consensus on
cholesterol was further strengthened in 1987 by the introduction of statins, an innovative class of drugs that reduce LDL
production in the liver and are designed to help guard against coronary heart disease. Thirteen Nobel Prizes have been
awarded to scientists who devoted major parts of their careers to cholesterol research. It is therefore a brave research
team that dares to challenge the link between animal fats and coronary heart disease. This, however, is precisely what
Prof. Okuyama and his team set out to do in this book. They actually recommend increasing the intake of cholesterol and
animal fats, to an extent that does not lead to obesity. This recommendation is based on the discovery by Prof. Okuyama
and his team that common vegetable oils such as canola and hydrogenated vegetable fats have toxic effects. They
demonstrate that hydrogenated vegetable fats and oils are important culprits in atherosclerosis and other lifestyle
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diseases, and suggest that high total or LDL-cholesterol is not the cause of atherosclerosis or cardiovascular disease.
Further, they argue that current medical guidelines on lipid nutrition conflict with evidence-based research, and that
persistently focusing on LDL-cholesterol as the cause of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) is
counterproductive. Key findings Some types of vegetable fats and oils exhibit stroke-inducing and endocrine-disrupting
activity. Their inhibition of the vitamin K2–osteocalcin link is the major cause of ASCVD and related diseases. In the
current food environment, the balance of omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids is too much in favour of omega-6, and
therefore lowering the omega-6/omega-3 ratio is recommended for the prevention of allergic and inflammatory diseases
including ASCVD and cancer. Atherogenesis can develop without elevated LDL-cholesterol levels and/or in association
with decreasing LDL-cholesterol levels. Increased intake of vegetable fats and oils with stroke-inducing and endocrinedisrupting activities in countries with restricted intakes of animal fats and cholesterol has led to the critical situations
surrounding physical and mental health currently seen in Japan, East Asia, and the Mediterranean countries. Medical
care professionals continue to insist on actively reducing LDL-cholesterol levels. This approach will only heighten the
extensive health problems that Japan and some countries are at present facing. Many aspects of current medical
practice in Japan are indeed likely to be in conflict with that country’s Medical Care Act. This thought-provoking analysis
of one of the major health syndromes of our day demands serious consideration by professionals interested in
cardiovascular health in particular and in public health more widely. Its implications are far-reaching – for medical
practitioners, medical insurers, nutritionists, food producers and pharmaceutical manufacturers alike, as well as for
individual patients.
EXAM PREP GUIDE Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCPD Exam 70-549—and on the job. Work at your
own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve
learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and labs. This official Microsoft study guide is designed
to help you make the most of your study time. Maximize your performance on the exam by learning to: Evaluate the
logical and physical design of an application model Design and develop components to implement business logic and
data access Identify the appropriate mechanism to deliver multimedia in distributed applications Choose a data structure,
state management technique, and security implementation strategy Determine appropriate event-logging and monitoring
methods Define and evaluate a testing strategy and deployment plan PRACTICE TESTS Assess your skills with practice
tests on CD. You can work through hundreds of questions using multiple testing modes to meet your specific learning
needs. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized learning path that describes
how and where to focus your studies. Your kit includes: 15% exam discount from Microsoft. (Limited time offer). Details
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inside. Official self-paced study guide. Practice tests with multiple, customizable testing options and a learning plan
based on your results. 275+ practice and review questions. Case scenarios and lab exercises. Microsoft Visual Basic and
Visual C# code samples on CD. 90-day evaluation version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Professional Edition. Fully
searchable eBook of this guide. A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or DVD.
For those customers purchasing one of the digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the
CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this content, please
visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover
image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media content as
we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or
concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Prepare for MCPD Exam 70-519—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of web application design and
development—with this official Microsoft Exam Ref. Written for experienced, MCTS-certified professionals ready to
advance their status—this guide focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the
MCPD level. With concise, objective-by-objective reviews, strategic case scenarios, and "Thought Experiments", you get
professional-level preparation for the professional-level exam. Optimize your exam-prep by focusing on the expertise
needed to: Design the application architecture Choose the right server-side and client-side technologies Design the user
experience Design data access and presentation Plan for security Choose a testing methodology Plan for scalability and
reliability —making this book an exceptional value and a great career investment.
Ace your exam prep & build real-world job skills with this two-in-one training kit featuring in-depth preparation, plus
practice for Exam 70-562, the new MCTS certification for Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 - ASP.NET Application
Development. Includes lessons, labs, practice tests, more -- with CD.
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